FORGE YOUR NAME IN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Announcing Five NEW Sponsorship Opportunities for organizations that care about the planet and the young people who stand to inherit it

Awards Available for 2018-2020 Naming:

- Picture Book
- Children’s Fiction—Secured by Cadmus
- Young Adult Fiction
- Children’s Nonfiction
- Young Adult Nonfiction

"Cadmus has long been a proud partner of The Nature Generation and we’re delighted to be a multi-year sponsor of Children’s Fiction. NatGen’s important work fosters the same love of learning and sense of environmental stewardship in young people that inspire the mission Cadmus pursues each and every day on behalf of our clients—strengthening society and the natural world."

Cadmus, Green Earth Sustainable Partner

THE GREEN EARTH BOOK AWARD

The Nature Generation proudly offers exclusive naming rights to our national environmental book award. GEEBA is the United States’ premier environmental stewardship book award for children and young adult literature.

Since 2005 we have recognized over 147 books in our GEEBA competition. The award is the gold standard for environmental books for children and young adults and consistently garners attention from the literary world as an esteemed award.

AN OPPORTUNITY TO STAND OUT

For the first time in our 14-year history, we offer the opportunity to have an award named with your company or family name in the title for three years. We created five sponsorship experiences for corporate leaders and supporters like you—those dedicated to inspiring the next generation, encouraging environmental stewardship, and supporting STEM education in the nation’s schools.

BECOME A GREEN EARTH SUSTAINABLE PARTNER TO:

- Affirm an ongoing commitment to education
- Protect the planet and encourage environmental stewardship
- Stand out among peers for corporate citizenship and leadership
- Engage management teams, employees and their families in community service

The Nature Generation tailors benefits to your specific organization and workforce. Maintaining the multi-year partnership allows us to work together to forge a meaningful corporate experience with the youth we serve. We look forward to taking this journey with you.

2018 Green Earth Book Award Winners